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EXPLORE MATERIAL
Since 1965 our passion has been bringing design dreams to life with the singular, 
timeless beauty of natural stone. The earth’s most durable building material has a 
distinctive combination of durability, warmth, and beauty. It has inspired artisans 
over the centuries. 

Our stones are fabricated and sourced on a global scale. We quarry, cut, carve, 
polish, create mosaics, and other custom orders. The natural striations and color 
variations, combined with our bespoke solutions, make each piece unique.

MATERIAL is the only stone and tile supplier in the U.S. to own and operate 
manufacturing facilities. This allows us to cater to design professionals and 
homeowners alike. We ensure superior quality from the quarry to the project site. 
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TRAVERTINE COLOR PALETTE

LATTE VEIN-CUT MADERNO

PRIMAVERA SEDONA

SEVILLE

CARMEL LATTE

VINTAGE VEIN-CUT

VINTAGE
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LIMESTONE COLOR PALETTE

SIENNA

*Unavailable in Polished Finish
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MARBLE COLOR PALETTE

GRIGIO
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MARBLE COLOR PALETTE
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ADOQUIN COLOR PALETTE

CEDAR* DATE*

FIG* ORANGE*

PECAN* PEPPER*

ASH* BIRCH*

Available in Honed Finish Only
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EUROPEAN COLOR PALETTE

GRIGIO PERLA MARBLE

MEDICI MARBLE

VERSAILLES MARBLE

BIANCO PERLINO LIMESTONE

PIERRE NOIR LIMESTONE

PORTO WHITE LIMESTONE

Available as Tile Only and in Limited Finishes
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STONE FINISHES
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ANTICO

Rugged but refined, our Antico finish perfectly balances echoes of natur
with a sophisticated elegance. Crisp, squared edges provide a clean modern 
look, while a coarse surface feels slightly rough, evoking the rustic qualities 
inherent to natural stone.

ARTISAN

Exuding an old-world look, an Artisan finish replicates a time-worn feel you’d
find with original and reclaimed flagstones. The stones are chipped by han

to provide an elegant, aged look that perfectly balances honed 
and distressed.

BRUSHED

The Brushed finish emphasizes the depth, variation in colo , and tone of the 
stone. This lets it complement a wide range of aesthetics, creating a naturalistic 
and “rougher” feel to the design of a space.

CHATEAU

A Chateau finish provides a refined, elegant look tha s a perfect pairing for 
bathrooms, powder rooms, and kitchens. The rounded edges soften the 
look, blending a contemporary style with old Italian luxury. It has a lightly 

abraded surface that’s completely tumbled.

FRENCH QUARTER

Like its namesake, MATERIAL’s French Quarter finish is inspired by the
chipped and weathered pavers of Old-World streets. With a worn, slightly 
coarse surface and hand chipped artisanal edges, this finish offers a uniq , 
aged look that only grows more distinctive with use and time.



Shown in Danby Marble
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HONED

The most popular of our surface options—and the most versatile—MATERIAL’s 
Honed finish brings the material center stag . Its smooth, matte surface 
provides a clean canvas to highlight the beauty of natural stone while clean, 
squared edges ensure this finish suits any design

MAISON

This finish is meant to transport you back to a 17th-century villa or chateau.
It replicates that Old-World Style with a time-worn and weathered look; 

however, it’s slightly more refined than s to brushing. This technique gives a 
light smoothness to the surface that you won’t find with French Quarte .

PARISIAN

The Parisian is a smooth surface with textured artisanal edges. This finish is
excellent for wanting the best of both a matte surface and weathered edges.

PILLOWED

MATERIAL’s Pillowed finish is silky smooth and glossy with rounded edges.
This gleaming finish is an xcellent choice to compliment any space.

POLISHED

Our skilled artisans tirelessly refine the stone to a satin-smooth  glossy surface 
that enriches and deepens the hues of most stone colors. With its glistening 
and highly reflective surfac , MATERIAL’s Polished finish commands attention
and elevates any space.

SUEDE

MATERIAL’s Suede finish is known for its hand-crafted round edges. Each
finish is one of a kind with a lightly t xtured surface. 



FIREPLACES



The � replace is the centerpiece of a home and 
central to the legacy of MATERIAL Bespoke Stone 
+ Tile. Whether selecting from our vast and 
growing library of designs, or creating something 
entirely custom, we can create the perfect  
addition to any home or project.

Traditional or contemporary—indoors or out—
MATERIAL crafts mantles and fireplace surrounds
to suit any need. Add a subtle elegance with the 
Trenton in Primavera Travertine (bottom right) or 
opt for a dramatic statement piece like the 
Organic in Breccia Neo Marble (below). 
Whatever the style, our North American based, 
generational artisans hand carve every piece, 
including coordinating elements like hearths and 
trims, ensuring each project is more than a 
fireplace; it is a work of art
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KITCHEN HOODS



The timeless beauty of a natural stone kitchen 
hood is undeniable; they add warmth and 
character to any kitchen, and provide a focal 
point for the space. With the ability to carve 
custom designs, MATERIAL creates hoods to 
perfectly suit any project—from a modern, minimal 
interior to a rustic, outdoor kitchen—and with the 
durability of natural stone, your kitchen hood will 
impress for years to come.
 
Whether the elegant white Danby Marble or 
dynamic Sedona Travertine, our natural stone 
experts can assist in selecting the perfect stone 
based on your personal style and the specifics of
the project. Visit a showroom or our website to 
see how MATERIAL can help bring your dream 
kitchen to life.
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TILE



When it comes to tile, your options are virtually 
endless. MATERIAL creates custom-cut natural 
stone tile from over 35 stone colors and offers a
wide range of finish options, from highly polished
to rough and rustic. Want something even more 
unique? Our Pacific Rim collection offers  
dynamic patterns etched into four stunning 
natural stones.

Whether you opt for a classic aesthetic or a 
unique approach, our natural stone experts can 
help you choose the best tile for your project to 
create a dazzling yet functional work of art.
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MOSAICS



Mosaics come in innumerable sizes, shapes, 
and styles. At MATERIAL, we create custom 
blends of natural stone colors and finishes t  
produce something entirely your own. Choose 
from our collection of classic patterns or explore 
our signature designs and opt for something 
more unique.

Most combinations work beautifully with floo  
or wall installation, and because they are fully 
customizable, MATERIAL’s mosaic offering  
provide a beautiful focal point for your home. 
Whatever you envision, we can provide.
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MOULDINGS



An essential element of most spaces, mouldings 
add graceful transitions and a polished finish
while creating further opportunities for design 
details. MATERIAL offers six families of moulding
styles, each designed to suit a range of aesthetics. 
From the traditional profiles of the Heritage
family to the clean lines of the Craftsman family, 
our collection provides stunning options for any 
project. And with each family including multiple 
types of moulding, it is easy to ensure consistency 
throughout your project. 
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WINDOW ++ DOOR 
SURROUNDS



Each element of your home deserves special 
care and attention—door and window surrounds 
included. Whether inside or out, surrounds are not 
only an integral element for any project, they are 
another opportunity to personalize your home.

With a library of profiles—ranging from clean and
modern, to detailed and ornate—available in a 
growing number of natural stone colors, MATERIAL 
expertly handles any project; we can even carve 
custom profiles to match xisting surrounds.
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COLUMNS



More than merely structural elements, columns and 
pilasters give the appearance of higher ceilings and 
evoke a sense of grandeur and opulence. Whether 
surrounding an outdoor living area or flanking a  
interior hall, these architectural elements provide 
both form and function.

At MATERIAL, our generational artisans hand-carve 
every column from only the most exceptional natural 
stone available, ensuring your project is built to 
stand the test of time.
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STAIRCASES ++ BALUSTRADES



Often overlooked but capable of making a bold 
statement in a project, staircases offer anothe  
opportunity to personalize your home. Natural 
stone staircases offer a luxurious and strikin  
option, bringing both beauty and durability. 

Whether you are selecting from our library of 
designs, or creating something completely 
bespoke, with our decades of carving experience 
and wide collection of natural stone colors, 
MATERIAL can create the perfect addition to 
any project.
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POOL COPING ++ PAVERS



The charm of a natural stone pool is captivating 
and adds beauty and character to any outdoor 
space. MATERIAL designs pool pavers and copings 
that will tie in your home’s exterior and pool elements, 
creating the perfect lounging area for any outdoor 
space. With the durability of natural stone your 
outdoor space will be enjoyed for years to come. 
Our natural stone experts can assist in selecting 
the perfect stone based on your personal style 
and the specifics of the project
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FOUNTAINS



From an intimate water feature in a personal 
sanctuary, to a grand and ornate centerpiece to 
enthrall guests, a natural stone fountain connects 
us with nature and offers unrivaled beaut .

MATERIAL custom carves each piece to match 
your personal style and existing architecture, 
ensuring every fountain fits seamlessly within its
surroundings, whatever they may be. And with 
four architectural finishes and over 35 stone 
colors, MATERIAL makes it simple to create 
something entirely your own.
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EXTERIORS



Make your home your own—inside and out. MATERIAL 
provides a range of exterior cladding and veneer 
options in nearly every stone offered, ensuring a
seamlessly polished result. 

Feeling rustic? Consider our chopped stone thin 
veneer in Maderno Travertine or White Limestone. 
Prefer a more polished and contemporary look? 
Exterior cladding in honed Nero Marble is a stunning 
option. If you can dream it, we can create it.
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Atlanta | Austin | Chicago | Costa Mesa | Dallas | Denver | Houston | San Antonio

www.ExploreMaterial.com
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